
Security monitor, cameras and specialty lenses.

Quad monitor shows up to four camera views at once
SLM419. The perfect starter system for surveillance and security at your home

or business. Includes a 12" B&W quad monitor and a 'A" CCD B&W video
camera, plus 50 -ft cable and all the hardware required for installation. Expand

the system with up to three additional cameras (below). Weather -resistant
outdoor camera sees and hears in the dark with its infrared illumination and

passive infrared motion detector. Helps identify subjects up to 10 feet away in
total darkness. Hear subjects and even speak to them with the sensitive built-in
two-way intercom. VCR button allows you to see the time and date on screen

when used with one of our security recorders. #980-1527

SLC143. B&W 'A" CCD camera with audio. For use with SLM419 (above).
Includes 50 feet of cable and mounting hardware. #980-1530

SLC110 steel -case B&W camera
Rugged, with standard A" mounting holes on top and bottom. 4mm wide-angle
lens. Microphone inside with audio output. 420 lines of resolution. Includes
12VDC adapter, swivel bracket, and 50 feet of cable. Use with any AN -
compatible video monitor, TV or recorder. #980-0838

Outdoor B&W cameras
Each has a 3.6mm wide-angle lens, ideal for mounting outside at your home or
business. Weatherproof body with swivel mount.
SLC130B. Black body. #980-0842 SLC130S. Silver body. #980-0843
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(1) SLC1037 B&W wall clock camera. Perfect for discreet monitoring. Pinhole
wide-angle lens. Quartz movement. #980-0859

(2) SLC1035 B&W "smoke detector' camera. Observe without detection!
Looks like a standard smoke detector and has the camera viewing through a
vent. Wide-angle view (90° pointing down when ceiling mounted) allows for
large coverage area. Indoor use only. NOT a working smoke detector. #980-0844

(3) SLC1041. Mini B&W wide -angle -view camera in a smoked dome.
Adjustable pan and tilt. Includes 12VDC adapter and 50 feet of cable. Use with
any WV -compatible video monitor, TV or recorder. #980-0845

(4) Board cameras.
SLC1025 B&W pinhole camera. Wide-angle lens. #980-0841
SLC1025C color pinhole camera. Wide-angle lens. #980-0858
SLC1026 B&W camera with 8mm normal -view lens. #980-0862
SLC1027 B&W camera with 12mm telephoto lens. #980-0861

CMOS cameras. Ultra -miniature in size for use anywhere.
SLC128 B&W CMOS camera. Adjustable -focus 3.6mm wide-angle lens.
#980-0855

SLC128C color CMOS camera. Adjustable -focus 3.6mm wide-angle lens.
#980-0856

SLC129 B&W CMOS camera with 5mm pinhole lens. #980-0864

SLC120 color camera
420 lines of resolution. Switchable backlight compensation and electronic
shutter. 3.6mm lens. Vi" mount. Red power LED. Microphone with audio
output. Includes 12VDC adapter, swivel bracket, and 50 feet of cable. Use with
NV -compatible video monitor, TV or recorder. #980-0840

SLC115 B&W camera. 0980-0839

Weatherproof aluminum camera housing
SLH320. Includes a heavy-duty pan -and -tilt bracket for adjustable camera
angles. For use with SLC110, SLC115 and SLC120 cameras. (camera not included.)
;980-0865

Accessory audio/video cables and
wide-angle/telephoto lenses

SLA10. 65 feet of video/audio DIN cable. For use with SLC143 quad camera
only. -7 9 8 0 -0 8 4 7

SLA23. 50 feet of video/audio power extension cable. For use with all Security
Labs cameras (except quad monitor camera). #980-0849

SLA16. 110VAC to 12VDC power adapter Provides 500mA. For use with all
Security Labs cameras. 2.1mm plug. #980-0848

Camera lenses. SLC110, SLC115, SLC120, and SLC1041 cameras above come
with a 3.6mm or 4mm wide-angle lens installed. A wide-angle lens will monitor
more area than a standard or telephoto lens. If your camera application requires
a closer view, select an 8mm for standard view or 12mm for telephoto view.
Accessory lens can be installed by the user.
SLL160. 8mm standard lens for SLC110 and SLC1041. #980-0850

SLL165. 12mm telephoto lens for SLC110 and SLC1041. ;980-0851
SLL170. 8mm standard lens for SLC115 and SLC120. #980-0852
SLL175. 12mm telephoto lens for SLC115 and SLC120. #980-0853
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